Index 102-607
Mobile Operations

ORIGINATION
Date: 2-2-2022
Name: James McGinnis
Phone: 850-414-4952
Email: James.McGinnis@dot.state.fl.us

COMMENTARY
General cleanup of the Index to make consistent with series. Deleted "Flashing" from the Arrow Board Mode.

COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

BLACK = Internal Review Comments   RED = Standard Plans Response   GREEN = Change Made to Index

Name: Saud Khan
Date: 05-24-2022

COMMENT: Do not agree - This operation is often associated with crashes and an arrow board without the flashing caution mode may result in decrease driver awareness. When the flashing mode is off and made steady, drivers may relate this condition with steady lights of vehicles in the roadway as well as from buildings along the route. A flashing caution mode light will prompt more attention from drivers that will cause additional safe operation.

RESPONSE: Deleting the word “flashing” was not done to remove the requirement for arrow boards into flash, that is covered by reference to the MUTCD in both Specification 102 and 990. The word was deleted to make the reference consistent with all other locations in the Standard Plans were arrow boards are called-out (i.e., 102-600, 102-615, 102-628, etc.). We didn’t want it to appear that there was a special reference to flashing within Index 102-607 when they flash everywhere.

Change made to Index: No Change
Date: 5-27-2022